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ADAC MX Masters in Ried i. I./AUT - Victory for Günter!
On August 13 and 14 the next ADAC MX Masters race was held in Ried in Austria.
Günter Schmidinger from Team Gold Fren Schmidinger World MX1 and Andreas
Schmidinger from Team Mibag Schmidinger were very successful on their Honda
CRF 450. The track and weather have been very good, but it was a hot weekend.
On Saturday Günter landed on Position 2 in the Qualifying Prcatice. Andreas landed on Position 12 and was directly qualified too.
In the first Heat on Sunday Günter had a good start and was in 3rd Position. After
a strong race Günter was able to catch one rider at the end of the race and landen
in second Place on the Podium. Andreas was ranked 19th after the start and did
a very good job. He moved up to Position 14 until the finishline and did his best
Masters result.
In Heat 2 Günter did the Holeshot and lead the race from the beginning. He was
able to control the race and crossed the finishline as the winner of the second Heat
in front of his home crowd in Austria. With this perfect weekend Günter got the
Victory of the day and came very close in Points to the two Leaders in the Championship. Andreas was in Position 25 after the start and did a good race again. After
a few little mistakes he still was able to finish in Position 19 and get Points again.
The next race for Günter will be the MX1 GP of Great Britain in Matterly Basin
this weekend. Andreas will have his next race in Seitenstetten this weekend and it
counts to the MX Open Austrian Championship.
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